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Machado de Assis, Dom Casmurro (1899) 

 

There is no way of emending a confused book, but everything can be 

put into books with omissions. I never get upset when I read one of this 

latter type. What I do, when I get to the end, is shut my eyes and think 

of all the things I didn't find in it. How many delightful things occur to 

me then! What profound reflections! 

(Bento Santiago, Dom Casmurro, 111) 

O, beware, my lord, of jealousy! 

It is the green-eyed monster which doth mock 

The meat it feeds on. That cuckold lives in bliss 

Who, certain of his fate, loves not his wronger; 

But O, what damned minutes tells he o’er 

Who dotes, yet doubts; suspects, yet strongly loves! 

(Iago to Othello, Othello, 3.3.195-200) 

 
The above quotes tie together two texts in the IB Literature curriculum. The quote from Shakespeare‟s 1622 tragedy is a fitting 
transition into our vacation reading, Machado de Assis‟s 1899 novel, Dom Casmurro. Machado alludes several times to Othello; 
his novels narrator takes the role of the husband who feels he has been wronged. 
 
Over the vacation please do the following and return to our first class in August with them in hand and completed. Doing this 
holiday work well is important because this will be an essential novel for you in Grade 12: it is one of the four Part 3 novels 
you may use on next May‟s IB Exam Paper 2. Therefore, close study of Dom Casmurro is essential. 

 
1. Understand the historical context. Before you begin the novel, read the following background essay by literary 

scholar John Roleke, published in the book Latin American Literature and its Times. You do not need to annotate this 
essay; whatever notes you make to help you understand and remember the information are up to you. 

2. Enjoy reading Dom Casmurro. Besides being a dramatic story of love and loss, this is one of the foundational 
novels of Brazilian and Latin American literature, an important text beyond this country and continent. Machado 
explores jealousy from the (literal) point of view of the husband; you will marvel at his use of the unreliable narrator 
and tone—and you will certainly react to the narrator and his attitude. At this time you do not need to read the 
Foreword by John Gledson or the essay by João Adolfo Hansen at the end of the book, “Dom Casmurro, the Fruit 
and the Rind: An Afterward”—we will read it in August. 

3. Annotate the novel. As you know by now, successful IB Lit students are active, involved readers; annotations are 
your reminder that you have genuinely engaged with a text. There are 148 chapters in Dom Casmurro, but don‟t 
panic—most are short, and I do not require you to annotate all of them over the holiday. See the following page for 
the chapters you are required to annotate. It‟s useful to re-read “How to Annotate” in your IB Lit I Guidebook to 
remind you of what you can note as you read. As in Grade 11, your annotations will be the first grade of the first 
quarter of Grade 12, evaluated on your effort, consistency, and quality of interaction with the text. You will do well 
on this first assignment if you make at least three notes on each required page (note on content, note on form, and page 
heading): Two meaningful annotations, one on content (e.g. character, theme, plot) and one on form (e.g. figurative 
language, metalinguistic references, allusion, style, diction, narrative structure). To clarify: a meaningful note is one 
that is your idea (e.g. “tone changes from introspective to resolute” or “repetition of pronoun „I‟ illustrates self-
centeredness”), not merely a label (e.g. “simile” or “betrayal”). The third note to include on the pages of those 
chapters is a page heading in the top margin, a phrase to indicate what is going on, for example, “Bento‟s epiphany 
about Capitu” or “Escobar‟s advice”; my past A1 HL students always told me that these short page headings are so 
valuable to have before the IB exam in reviewing the novel‟s plot and scenes. Also, you may already do this, but 
another technique that past students have found useful is to color-code annotations (a color for content, another for 
form, another for the page headings), or to come up with a key for an easy scan of Machado‟s techniques (e.g. “POV” 
in the margin where Bentinho‟s first-person unreliable narrator emerges strongly, or “IM” for notable imagery). These 
suggestions and approaches are from my past students when I asked them what advice I should pass onto you. 

4. Use this Study Guide. I do not require you to answer these questions (there isn‟t much space), but you should be 
able to respond to them in our August discussions. It is up to you whether you want write a page number, word or 
phrase down for questions—as with the above advice, past students have found any ideas and evidence they wrote on 
the Study Guide to be quite helpful later when reviewing for May‟s IB Exam Paper 2. 

 
 
 
  

Make sure you have the right edition! 

Dom Casmurro, Joaquim Maria Machado de Assis 

(Library of Latin American Literature, Oxford University Press) 

ISBN: 0-19-510309-2 
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NOVEL STRUCTURE: Chapter Titles 

 

For your June-July Vacation Assignment, I require that you annotate the chapters that I have bolded below. The novel has 148 chapters: First if you 

don‟t already know Roman numerals, it‟s important that you understand them. As we study this novel we will look over how the chapters progress 

and think about Machado‟s structure. You will notice that some titles reflect content, some do not; some titles call attention to the writing 

process; with some chapter titles the narrator means to obscure or digress. 

 

I—The Title 

II—The Book 

III—The Accusation 

IV—The Harshest of Duties! 

V—The Dependent 

VI—Uncle Cosme 

VII—Dona Glória 

VIII—It’s Time 

IX—The Opera 

X—I Accept the Theory 

XI—The Promise 

XII—On the Verandah 

XIII—Capitu 

XIV—The Inscription 

XV—Another Sudden Voice 

XVI—The Temporary Director 

XVII—The Worms 

XVIII—A Plan 

XIX—Without Fail 

XX—A Thousand Paternosters and a 

Thousand Ave Marias 

XXI—Cousin Justina 

XXII—Other People‟s Sensations 

XXIII—The Time is Fixed 

XXIV—Like a Mother and a Servant 

XXV—At the Promenade 

XXVI—Law is Wonderful 

XXVII—At the Gateway 

XXVIII—In the Street 

XXIX—The Emperor 

XXX—The Blessed Sacrament 

XXXI—Capitu’s Curiosity 

XXXII—Undertow Eyes [see CXXIII] 

XXXIII—Combing 

XXXIV—I Am a Man! 

XXXV—The Protonotary Apostolic 

XXXVI—Idea without Legs, Idea 

without Arms 

XXXVII—The Soul is Full of Mysteries 

XXXVIII—Goodness, What a Fright! 

XXXIX—My Vocation 

XL—A Mare 

XLI—The Private Audience: 

XLII—Capitu Reflects 

XLIII—Are you Afraid? 

XLIV—The First Child 

XLV—Shake your Head, Reader 

XLVI—Peace 

XLVII—Madam’s Gone Out 

XLVIII—The Oath at the Well 

XLIX—A Candle on Saturdays 

L—A Compromise 

LI—In the Half-Light 

LII—Old Pádua 

LIII—On My Way 

LIV—The Panegyric of Saint Monica 

LV—A Sonnet 

LVI—A Seminarist 

LVII—In Preparation 

LVIII—The Treaty 

LIX—Companions with Good 

Memories 

LX—Dear Panegyric! 

LXI—Homer‟s Cow 

LXII—A Touch of Iago 

LXIII—Halves of a Dream 

LXIV—An Idea and a Scruple 

LXV—Dissembling 

LXVI—Intimacy 

LXVII—A Sin 

LXVIII—Let’s Postpone Virtue 

LXIX—The Mass 

LXX—After Mass 

LXXI—Escobar‟s Visit 

LXXII—A Reform in the Drama 

LXXIII—The Stage Manager 

LXXIV—The Trouserstrap 

LXXV—Despair 

LXXVI—Explanation 

LXXVII—Pleasure in Old Sufferings 

LXXVIII—One Secret for Another 

LXXIX—A Preface to the Chapter 

LXXX—Here is the Chapter 

LXXXI—Something my Mother Said 

LXXXII—The Sofa 

LXXXIII—The Portrait 

LXXXIV—A Call 

LXXXV—The Dead Boy 

LXXXVI—Love, My Lads! 

LXXXVII—The Chaise 

LXXXVIII—An Honest Pretext 

LXXXIX—The Refusal 

XC—The Polemic 

XCI—A Consoling Discovery 

XCII—The Devil‟s Not as Black as He‟s 

Painted 

XCIII—A Friend for a Dead Boy 

XCIV—Arithmetical Notions 

XCV—The Pope 

XCVI—A Substitute 

XCVII—Leaving 

XCVIII—Five Years 

XCIX—The Son Is the Image of His 

Father 

C—“You will be Happy, Bentinho!” 

CI—In Heaven 

CII—The Married Woman 

CIII—Happiness Has a Good Heart 

CIV—The Pyramids 

CV—Arms 

CVI—Ten Pounds Sterling 

CVII—Jealousy of the Sea 

CVIII—A Son 

CIX—An Only Son 

CX—Childhood Traits 

CXI—Quickly Told 

CXII—Ezequiel‟s Imitations 

CXIII—Third-Party Embargoes 

CXIV—Which Explains What has 

Already Been Explained 

CXV—Doubts Upon Doubts 

CXVI—Son of Man 

CXVII—Close Friends 

CXVIII—Sancha’s Hand 

CXIX—Don‟t Do It, My Dear! 

CXX—Documents 

CXXI—The Catastrophe 

CXXII—The Funeral 

CXXIII—Undertow Eyes [see XXXII] 

CXXIV—The Speech 

CXXV—A Comparison 

CXXVI—Thoughts 

CXXVII—The Barber 

CXXVIII—A Handful of Events 

CXXIX—To Dona Sancha 

CXXX—One Day... 

CXXXI—Before the Previous One 

CXXXII—The Outline and the 

Coloring 

CXXXIII—An Idea 

CXXXIV—Saturday 

CXXXV—Othello 

CXXXVI—The Cup of Coffee 

CXXXVII—A Second Impulse 

CXXXVIII—Enter Capitu 

CXXXIX—The Photograph 

CXL—Return from Church 

CXLI—The Solution 

CXLII—A Saint 

CXLIII—The Last Superlative 

CXLIV—A Belated Question 

CXLV—The Return 

CXLVI—There Was No Leprosy 

CXLVII—The Retrospective Exhibition 

CXLVIII—Well, and the Rest? 
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IB Literature II—Pfeiffer 

Study Guide to Machado de Assis’s Dom Casmurro (1899) 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT: “Dom Casmurro by Joaquim Maria Machado de Assis,” John Roleke 

 

oaquim Maria Machado de Assis was born in Rio de 

Janeiro, in 1839. His parents—his father was a mulatto and 

his mother a Portuguese immigrant from the Azores—

lived as dependents, or agregados, in the household of a 

wealthy family. Machado himself worked as a journalist, 

editor, and typesetter before taking a position as a civil 

servant at the age of 27. He spent his whole life in Rio de 

Janeiro—then the capital and largest city of Brazil—where he 

took an active part in the fledgling cultural life. For over 40 

years Machado produced a steady stream of poems, criticism, 

short stories, newspaper columns, translations from English 

and French, and nine novels. His intellectual peers praised his 

voluminous work, and elected him the first President of the 

Brazilian Academy of Letters in 1897, a post that he held until 

his death in 1908. Machado wrote Dom Casmurro during the 1 

890s, when he had already established his literary reputation 

and Brazil was in its first decade of existence as an 

independent republic rather than an empire. 

 

EVENTS IN HISTORY AT THE TIME THE NOVEL 

Imperial Brazil. The novel opens in 1857, during a 

prosperous period in the reign of Emperor Pedro 11 (1840-

89). Although Brazil was slowly beginning to transform itself, 

the nation‟s mid- nineteenth-century society was still 

traditional and patriarchal, depending on slaves to raise sugar 

and coffee for export to Europe. White Brazilian male 

owners of vast fazendas (plantations) were the patriarchs 

who dominated society; they directed their families and 

slaves, as well as Brazil‟s political and cultural landscape. Dom 

Pedro II ruled as the primary father-figure of all the heads of 

families. (Used most often for people of nobility, Dom is a 

title of respect) The last surviving empire based in the New 

World, Brazil was a constitutional monarchy with a two-party 

political system and representative legislature. Its 

“representative nature was a farce,” however; the Emperor 

retained ultimate control, and the legislature was elected and 

filled by a minuscule segment of the population, Brazil‟s male 

landowners (Gledson, 4). 

Dom Pedro II‟s rule ushered in a period of political 

stability and economic expansion, during which Brazil‟s 

modernization began. The intellectual and cultural life of Rio 

de Janeiro and the other cities of Brazil grew to 

unprecedented proportions. However, while the Emperor 

encouraged the country‟s modernization and urbanization, 

Brazil under his reign failed to keep up with the pace of 

change set by European nations at the time. To what degree 

this failure can be attributed to the emperor is open to 

question. According to one of the 

baronesses of the day, “(Pedro 

II‟s) palace seemed a graveyard to 

all lively people, especially to 

young men and women” (Ortigao 

in Freyre, Order and Progress, 62). 

But hers was by no means a unanimous opinion; others 

regarded Pedro II as an enlightened, charismatic leader. 

 

Fazendas and the ruling class. For centuries, as both a 

Portuguese colony and an independent nation, Brazilian 

society consisted of an upper class of wealthy European 

rulers and an underclass of African, mulatto, and mestizo 

slaves. There was also a diverse middle segment of 

government officials, merchants, artisans, doctors, lawyers, 

teachers, priests, and army officers; from the 1850s to the 

1890s, this middle segment would become large enough to 

influence developments in Brazil and to challenge the rural 

upper class. 

The upper class connected with the underclass on the 

fazendas of the patriarchal families. While upper-class males 

oversaw the agricultural operations involved in raising sugar 

and coffee, the actual work was done by the slaves. A fazenda 

formed a self-sufficient community that fed the master‟s 

family as well as the slaves with the food grown on its land. 

The landowners comprised an oligarchic elite, whose 

members controlled the national economy and society, just as 

they did their families and slaves. An aristocratic group, the 

landowners held titles such as Viscount, Baron, and Duke. 

The protagonist of Dom Casmurro, Bento Santiago, grew up in 

a ruling-class family, though without an aristocratic title. His 

father owned a fazenda in Itaguai, a town 40 miles west of Rio 

de Janeiro. 

 

Gender relations. Within the ruling families, the patriarchal 

regime strove to distinguish women from men as much as 

possible. While men were conceived of as active, mobile, and 

strong, women were regarded as passive, domestic, and 

weak. Only sons had the opportunity to receive an education; 

daughters were raised solely to serve their husbands and 

male relatives. Accordingly, in Dom Casmurro Bento studies 

both theology and law, while his female playmate, Capitu, 

stays home, helping his mother, who is herself dedicated to 

her son. 

Women‟s communication with males outside the family 

occurred rarely and was restricted to subtle gestures. 

Marriage outside the same class (and race) was not 

J 
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permitted, nor could the bride freely choose her husband-to-

be. Familial obligations and alliances took precedence over 

love or attraction. The society condoned a double, standard 

of sexual morality that condemned women for extramarital 

affairs, but turned a blind eye to men‟s extramarital sexual 

relations with their slaves or with prostitutes. Although there 

were cases of women who took on a masculine role and 

actively directed plantations, the vast majority of upper-class 

Brazilian women were restricted to their homes and their 

roles as wives and mothers. 

Many women channeled their energy into devotion to 

the Catholic Church. Religion allowed them to leave their 

homes for Mass, and gave them the opportunity to go to 

confession, which one historian credits with preserving the 

sanity of Brazilian women in such a patriarchal society. 

Confession provided an outlet for “many anxieties, many 

repressed desires” (Freyre, Mansions, 74) . Dona Gloria, the 

mother of the novel‟s Bento Santiago, necessarily has some 

business dealings, yet she still plays a passive role; she collects 

income from real-estate investments made after the sale of 

her deceased husband‟s plantation. Remaining secluded in her 

home, Dona Gloria devotes her life to the Catholic Church, 

her adolescent son, and the memory of her dead husband. 

 

The ruling class in the cities. During the nineteenth 

century, the cities of Brazil experienced an economic boom 

that attracted increasing migration of the aristocratic class 

from the countryside. In the city the hierarchy and structure 

of the countryside was repeated in miniature: the ruling 

families brought their slaves into the cities and settled into 

mansions on large properties. The Santiago family of Dom 

Casmurro joins this tide in the 1840s, moving from the 

countryside to a mansion on the Rua de Matacavalos, an 

exclusive area near the center of Rio de Janeiro. 

Smaller in scale than their country estates, the urban 

mansions of the elite still attempted to create an enclosed 

world. A typical mansion stood three or four stories high, 

and was built of stone, like a fortress, to safeguard the 

owner‟s valuables and women from thieves of various sorts. 

Women were limited to household contacts and to whatever 

sights and sounds of the street they could glean from the 

verandah or garden—not that the street afforded much 

excitement. Upper- class families disdained traveling by foot 

through the dirty and poorly lit city streets; instead, they 

rode in enclosed carriages that protected them from the gaze 

and “affronts” of the common people. A French visitor who 

bemoaned the lack of street life wrote, “Compared to that of 

Spanish- American cities, the private life of Rio de Janeiro is 

confined to the home” (Radiguet in Freyre, Order and 

Progress, 64). Despite the restricted access of young women 

in upper-class society, they nevertheless managed to be 

courted by young men. The young women flirted with 

gestures and fans, making seemingly innocuous movements 

that were magnified in significance by women‟s confinement. 

At one point in the novel, for example, Capitu meets the 

glance of a passerby, a gesture that Bento jealously interprets 

as an overt flirtation. 

In the city, the space devoted to slaves‟ quarters was 

reduced and often renamed “servants‟ quarters.” The slaves 

cared for the mansion‟s inhabitants, rooms, and gardens (a 

source of food in the larger mansions), tended the horses and 

other animals, and drove the family‟s carriage. Many slaves 

worked away from the mansion as physical laborers, hired 

out by their owners. Any wages found their way into the 

master‟s pocket. The novel‟s Dona Gloria derives part of her 

income in this way. 

 

Agregados. Between the status of slave and master, another 

category of people developed in Brazil: that of the 

dependents, or agregados. Men and women who were neither 

wholly free, nor wholly bound, agregados worked for the 

ruling- class families, but not for wages. The principle that 

governed their lives was the reciprocity of favors. In return 

for their services, the family provided for their needs. The 

dependent might care for and educate the children, or engage 

in clerical or domestic duties. For example, José Dias, the 

Santiagos‟ dependent in Dom Casmurro, serves the family as a 

scribe, an adviser, a would- be doctor, and a companion. 

With the waning of slavery, urbanites favored the use of 

European immigrants as live-in dependents. 

The agregados embodied some of the contradictions of 

Brazil‟s changing society. They enabled the rich to avoid 

having slaves at a time when slavery came under criticism, 

but, like slaves, they received no wages for their labor. The 

agregados had more freedom than slaves, but they lacked 

true independence because they could be dismissed at any 

time. They had to show absolute deference to the family and 

especially to the patriarch in all matters. The dependents lived 

as if they were extended members of families, yet could 

neither forget their role nor their lower class. Despite the 

close physical proximity between an aristocratic family and 

their dependents, marriage across the class divide was 

forbidden; a number of Machado‟s earlier novels centered on 

the dilemma of agregados who fell in love with a social 

superior. Furthermore, there was no great cohesion among 

the agregados, for the importance of remaining in the good 

graces of the wealthy made rivals of dependents and other 

favor seekers. In Dom Casmurro, José Dias makes subtle 

power plays against his main rivals for access to the Santiagos‟ 

privilege. 

 

Urbanization and modernization. During the reign of 

Pedro II, the middle class expanded while the upper and 

lower classes shrank. Developments in European society, 

thought, and economy resounded in Brazil, leading to a 

gradual transformation of its society. 
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One of the first signals (and instigators) of change was 

the demise of the slave trade. Although slavery itself would 

not be outlawed in Brazil until 1888, the government banned 

the importation of slaves from Africa in 1850. The internal 

and external pressures to end the slave trade came from the 

same source: Europe. While Brazil‟s slave-driven economy 

exported tropical goods to Europe, the nation imported from 

Europe the notion that slavery was a corrupt, outdated 

system. In Europe progressive thinkers decried the cruelties 

of slavery, while capitalists regarded it as an inferior economic 

system to wage-earning that locked up the owner‟s capital, 

since a slave could not be fired. Loathing the idea of appearing 

backwards and culturally inferior in the eyes of Europeans, 

educated, urban Brazilians formed an abolition movement. 

They exerted internal pressure that, along with the demands 

of England, Brazil‟s largest trading partner, terminated the 

slave trade. 

The end of the slave trade had two major effects on the 

development of modem Brazil. The demise of the extensive 

trading enterprise freed a great deal of capital for investments 

in trade and infrastructure, which helped the economy to 

boom; and the drying up of the slave labor pool encouraged 

European immigration. The combined effects would propel 

changes in the economy and urban environment. Meanwhile, 

the dominant agricultural export shifted from sugar to coffee, 

which moved the wealth of the nation from the north to the 

coffee-producing southern regions around the cities of Rio de 

Janeiro and São Paulo. The expanding coffee plantations 

turned to Italian immigrants, instead of slaves, for labor. In 

the 1850s the increase in capital and the influx of Europeans 

encouraged the beginnings of industrialization, a 

transformation supported by the educated Emperor. 

Telegraphs and railroads were constructed, a banking system 

was developed, and factories opened. However, the pace of 

industrialization was slow in comparison to that of other 

nations, since slave labor persisted to a degree. Using slaves 

was still considered cheaper than buying and maintaining 

machinery. 

Along with industrial and technological developments, 

the arts and education flourished in Rio de Janeiro, the first 

city of Brazil and, by the l850s, also the largest in South 

America, with a population of over 600,000 (Bums, 164). The 

city became a thriving metropolis during the l850s, complete 

with gas lighting and paved streets for the mule-driven 

omnibuses, carriages, and coaches that transported people to 

public events. Theaters opened, and European opera 

companies toured the major cities. Local newspapers hired 

writers like Machado de Assis to report on events, and 

education for the professions became more popular. Instead 

of running the fazendas, the sons of wealthy landowners 

chose to study medicine and law in Rio de Janeiro and São 

Paulo—or even at universities in Europe. There they learned 

the latest European ideas and trends. 

 

The development of the middle class. The mass 

migration of Portuguese, Germans, Italians, and other 

Europeans to Brazil contributed to the nation‟s 

modernization by helping to develop an urban middle class. 

Many immigrants remained in the Brazilian cities, became 

artisans, civil servants, clerks, and merchants, and married 

black or mulatto women. 

This growing middle class was an unstable alternative to 

the fixed hierarchy of slaves and masters. In Dom Casmurro 

Bento‟s neighbors, the family of his sweetheart Capitu, belong 

to this emerging class. Her father, Padua, is a civil servant 

who owns his house because of a winning lottery ticket. 

Lacking monetary resources, Padua turned to Dona Gloria 

for help after a disastrous flood. His precarious social and 

economic position, a product of luck and favor, reflects the 

thin line trod by many in the emerging middle class. A huge 

social gap existed between the upper class and the middle 

class. A mid-century marriage across class lines, such as that 

between Capitu and Bento, was exceptional. 

In the second half of the century, the rising numbers of 

graduates from medical and law schools formed a much more 

solid middle class that gradually replaced the aristocrats as 

the most powerful segment of society. Some members of the 

new urban middle class came from the ranks of the 

aristocracy, but most were the sons and grandsons of 

merchants and hard-working immigrants. Upon graduation 

they took positions of prominence in the professional fields, 

government, and commerce, and became the social and 

economic equals of the upper class. 

The crucial difference between this powerful new male-

led middle-class and the upper-class patriarchs of the fazendas 

was the former‟s ready acceptance of contemporary 

European lifestyles and ideas. The educated middle class 

participated fully in urban social life, which increasingly 

imitated that of contemporary European cities. Yet the march 

of progress conflicted with Brazil‟s colonial heritage and 

hierarchy, especially in the contradiction between the slave 

economy and the principles of European liberalism. The 

educated middle class formed “a creative element of 

dissonance” that forced Brazil to break away from its past 

(Freyre, Mansions, 361). 

 

The end of the old system. Although the increasingly 

powerful men of the middle class disagreed with many beliefs 

and attitudes of the backwoods aristocracy, they recognized 

the established power of the aristocrats and could not reject 

them out of hand. Instead there was a peaceful co-existence 

between the commercial, liberal, urban middle class and the 

aristocracy, and, throughout the 1850s and 1860s, a 

“convenient sinking of political differences” (Gledson, 92). 

Brazil‟s booming economy made this co-existence sweeter, 

encouraging everyone to ignore the disparity between the 
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nation‟s slave economy and the liberals‟ belief in abolition and 

wage-earning. 

The increasing power of the educated middle class finally 

led to the passage of the Law of the Free Womb in 1871, 

which declared that all children born of slaves after 

September 28 of that year would be free. The law was 

followed in 1888 by the emancipation of all slaves, which cost 

slave owners dearly. The old aristocrats lost much of their 

economic power, since they were not compensated for the 

emancipation. Immigrant wage earners were now the norm in 

the workplace. 

The rise to prominence of the middle class and of 

institutions other than the fazenda—such as banks, schools, 

offices, and factories—chipped away at the authority of the 

patriarchal mansion and changed the social climate of the 

Brazilian cities. Women took advantage of new opportunities 

to escape the confines of the home and attend the theater, 

opera, concerts, and balls. Although marriage and child-

bearing still defined their lives, women gained greater choice 

in selecting a partner. It became possible for them to marry 

across class and race lines, and an increasing number of young 

people married for love, rather than to fulfill a familial 

obligation. Songs of the era proclaimed the importance of 

love, regardless of one‟s class and family. The lyrics of a 

popular song state quite plainly “Quero casar com a muiher 

do meu amor” (I want to marry the girl I love), conveying a 

defiance of tradition that mirrored the times (Freyre, Order 

and Progress,  72). 

 

The revolution. Gradual changes in the hierarchies of 

gender, class, economics, and race had an effect on politics in 

Brazil in 1889. The ailing Emperor had lost the confidence and 

support of liberal and conservative factions alike. Although he 

promoted the modernization of Brazil, his reign had never 

taken the lead in reaching for the future. The powerful middle 

class grew impatient with his lackluster regime, and a number 

of prominent figures declared themselves in favor of a 

republic. Conservatives also chafed under the Emperor 

because they felt betrayed by the abolition of slavery without 

compensation. The army disdained the bookish Emperor for 

his apparent contempt of their ranks. When the Emperor‟s 

health faltered and he did not recover after his medical 

treatment in Europe, all parties grew concerned about the 

succession. Neither the Princess Isabel nor her French 

husband was an attractive successor. There was not yet a 

popular cry to replace the empire with a new form of 

government, but the minority took the reins. Even though 

they lacked popular civilian support, the armed forces 

fomented a coup on September 7, 1889, which sent Emperor 

Dom Pedro II into exile and created the Republic of Brazil. 

Backed by republican politicians and citizens, General 

Deodoro da Fonseca proclaimed the country‟s new status. 

He proceeded to serve as the first president, while civilian 

politicians took posts as ministers. They replaced the imperial 

arms on the Brazilian flag with the slogan “Order and 

Progress,” a motto that formalized the change in the nation‟s 

direction. 

Reaction to the new regime was tepid. Although people 

no longer supported the Emperor and thought his removal 

was beneficial, they were not enthusiastic about the 

government that replaced him. There was no clean break 

from the past. Many landowners retained their money and 

privileges, and many aristocrats, counselors, and dignitaries 

continued to serve in the political posts that they had held 

under the monarchy. This old guard formed the new 

government along with college-educated republicans and 

military officers who had also begun their political careers 

under the Emperor. They retained many of the outward 

appearances of the imperial government. In fact, the new 

Republic exercised a more authoritarian hold over the nation 

than the Emperor had. Despite the new regime, the 

transformation of Brazilian society and its institutions 

continued at a languid pace. 

In the early 1890s a period of economic boom and bust 

known as the Encilhamento ended in a shock wave of severe 

inflation amid charges of government corruption and 

culpability. “Speculation became the order of the day. 

[Brazilians succumbed to] that particular whirlwind of 

speculation, bogus companies, and unsound financial 

practices” that makes a nation economically unstable (Burns, 

241—42). The crisis rocked the country and undermined the 

new regime‟s credibility. The narrator of Dom Casmurro, who 

is writing his memoirs during the 1890s, gives a few astringent 

asides about the value of money, which most likely refer to 

this inflationary period. 

The first civilian president, Prudente de Morais, took the 

reins in 1894. “With him, the words “Ordem e Progresso” 

[began] to take on a concrete meaning” (Freyre, Order and 

Progress, xlvi). Under his leadership, the new Republic strove 

to increase the scope and pace of modernization and to 

attract further European immigration. Beginning in 1888 

industrialization quickened as machines replaced slaves on a 

large scale. Freed mulattos and blacks learned to operate and 

service machinery, skills that allowed some to join the middle 

stratum. Class rather than race became the major criterion of 

prestige, and a somewhat more egalitarian society emerged in 

the cities. Technological, political, cultural, and economic 

changes came to fruition in Brazil during the first decade of 

the Republic. 

 

THE NOVEL IN CONTEXT 

Dom Casmurro does not fit easily with other Brazilian 

literature written around the same time. In his novels and 

literary criticism, Machado opposed naturalism, the literary 

movement that dominated Brazilian letters in the late 

nineteenth century. Naturalist literature featured the negative 
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consequences of change, the overpowering nature of the 

sexual drive, and the way that heredity and environment 

determine the way a person acts. 

Machado‟s works stand out also against the nativist 

concern in Brazilian literature that strove to portray the 

national character, since they did not focus on the tradition‟s 

main components: local color, the countryside of the “true” 

Brazil, and heroic tales of Indians and settlers. Instead, the 

characters of Don Casmurro display an internal type of 

Brazilianness; they inhabit the changing urban Brazil rather 

than describe it. The novel reflects certain realistic details of 

nineteenth-century Rio de Janeiro but creates an independent 

reality, a separate fictive world, which is the most 

distinguishing feature between it and other novels of the time. 

Although there has been speculation that Machado‟s own 

life was another inspiration for Dom Casmurro, the author 

himself would have vigorously denied any connection. 

Machado deliberately destroyed his personal correspondence 

and refused to discuss his books in an attempt to hinder any 

biographical-literary speculation. He wanted Dom Casmurro 

and his other novels to be read for their literary value alone. 

Rather than seeing his life as a source for his work, Machado 

believed that his work was his life. 

 

Reviews. Almost all the Brazilian critics received Dom 

Casmurro favorably upon its publication, but none appeared 

ready for its many innovations and subtleties, particularly the 

ironic tone of the narrator. In his review of the novel for 

Jornal do Commercio, José Verissimo wrote that the narrator 

was a simple, intelligent man who had been deluded by 

Capitu, and complained that Machado had returned to the 

“detached intellectual attitude” of his earlier novel The 

Posthumous Memoirs of Braz Cubas (Verissimo in Caldwell, 

Machado de Assis, 153). 

Since its publication, the novel‟s acclaim within Brazil and 

abroad has risen enormously. The American critic Helen 

Caldwell was the first to question the truth of Capitu‟s 

betrayal, and to recognize the important distinction between 

narrator and author: “[The aim of the fictional author of Dom 

Casmurro and that of the real author are diametrically 

opposed” (Caldwell, The Brazilian Othello, 160). While the 

narrator (or fictional author) portrays himself as a man 

deceived, the real author depicts Dom Casmurro as a vain 

curmudgeon out of place in a new society. Machado 

compounds this author-narrator complexity through the 

sarcastic tone of the 1890s narrator, which overlays his 

description of his innocent teenage courtship. Keith Ellis 

praised the novel for its “distinctive use of the first person 

narrative,” which became a central concern of modernist 

novels in the twentieth century (Ellis, 439). A writer ahead of 

his time, Machado was recognized even by his 

contemporaries as the greatest living Brazilian novelist.
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KEY CHARACTERS IN THE NOVEL 

 
  

Dona Glória Santiago 

(mother) 

Pedro de Albuquerque Santiago (father, 

deceased) 

José Dias 

(longtime resident of Santiago 

home, homeopath) 

Cousin Justina 

(widow, distant relative of the 

family) 

Father Cabral 

(family priest) 

OTHER CHARACTERS: 

Marcolini (former opera singer; friend of Bento‟s) 

Dom Pedro II (the Emperor of Brazil from 1825-1891)  

Manduca (young neighbor) 

Bento Santiago 

(Dom Casmurro; only child) 

narrator 

João Pádua and 

Fortunata Pádua 

(neighboring family) 

Capitu Pádua 

(Capitolina; only child) 

Escobar 

(Ezequiel de Sousa Escobar; Bento‟s 

friend) 

Ezequiel 

(son of Bento and Capitu) 

Sancha 

(Capitu‟s friend) 

Uncle Cosme 

(brother of Dona Gloria, 

widower, lawyer) 
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SOME THEMES, MOTIFS, SYMBOLS 

Social critique of land-owning aristocracy and the Catholic church; patriarchy, gender conventions; authority, power, dependence 

and independence; family, domestic drama, house and home; money, social class; religion, life of the church; jealousy, fidelity, 

deception, betrayal; pride, reputation; memory (loss of, rejection of), nostalgia, making sense of the past; omission, fragmentation; 

morality; ambiguity and indeterminacy; education; opera; dream, fantasy; sight/eyes/gaze; sea; youth and age.  

 

POINT OF VIEW & OTHER TECHNIQUES 

Machado uses the first-person point of view (unreliable narrator), the voice and tone of the narrator shows a self-conscious style in 

which he comments on the process of writing—a technique called metafiction (the adjective to use is “metalinguistic”). Bento often 

uses irony and sometimes speaks to the reader (“you…lady reader”). The narrative structure is non-linear, digressive, and gap-filled 

(“lacunae”); the story uses flashback (the majority of the story is a middle-aged man reflecting on the years between ages 15-22). 

There are 148 chapters, many of them quite short—pay attention to the title names, and you will see some interesting choices. You 

will encounter a number of allusions to history (particularly Roman), the Bible, and classic literature (particularly Homer‟s Iliad, 

Shakespeare‟s Macbeth and Othello, and Dante‟s Inferno), and the chapter headings, which are worthy of study in themselves. 

Other techniques are notable as well, such as allegory, juxtaposition, foreshadowing, metaphor, and clever use of diction (e.g. using 

monetary diction to discuss religion); certain grammatical forms dominate the voices of certain characters as well: superlatives, 

exclamations. Note, too, the potential symbolism of names (e.g. Dom Casmurro, Santiago, Dona Glória, Capitu); keep track of the 

variety and types of settings. As for time setting, we learn that Bentinho is 15 years old in 1857; he marries in 1865. 

 

 

100 QUESTIONS ON THE NOVEL 

1. Explain the novel‟s title. 

2. Why has the narrator written this book? What is the narrator embarrassed to admit about his house? Why? 

3. Give an example of allusion from chapter 2―how does it function in the text? 

4. How would you characterize the narrator‟s tone and style after reading the first few chapters? What kind of person does he 

seem to be? 

5. What does Bentinho learn when he overhears his family‟s conversation in chapter 3? 

6. Describe José Dias‟ relationship to the family. 

7. What is Uncle Cosme like? Dona Glória? 

8. The narrator‟s opera-tenor friend Marcolini tells him not that “life is like an opera,” but that “life is an opera.” How is his 

creation theory tied to the act of writing? 

9. Why was Bentinho apparently destined for the church? 
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10. In chapter 12, the narrator suggests that the “revelation of consciousness to itself” (25) is the most profound moment of life. In 

what context did he experience this revelation, and what does he mean? 

11. Describe the childhood relationship between Bentinho and Capitu. What are the circumstances in which their romance begins. 

12. What is Pádua‟s story? 

13. Why the chapter on worms (chapter 17)? 

14. What is Capitu‟s reaction when Bentinho explains his family‟s plan for him? What is her advice about how he should handle it? 

15. Rehearse Bentinho‟s chapter 19 words for José Dias in these tones: dry and brusque, pleading, somewhere between assertive 

and amiable. 

16. What does Cousin Justina have to say about José Dias and Capitu? 

17. What is José Dias‟s opinion of each of the Pádua family members? 

18. What is José Dias‟s lie on page 50? 

19. What accounts for José Dias‟ quick change of mood in chapter 26? 

20. Describe Bentinho‟s fantasy concerning the Emperor. 

21. Identify some things the Blessed Sacrament scene reveals about the community and its characters. 

22. List some examples of Capitu‟s curiosity. 

23. What about Capitu‟s eyes makes the narrator think of an undertow? 

24. Describe Bentinho and Capitu‟s first kiss. 

25. How do Capitu and Bentinho each react to her mother‟s sudden entrance in chapter 34? 

26. What does the narrator mean when he writes in chapter 34 that “in every adolescent there is a hidden world, an admiral, and 

an October sun” (67) and that “All [his] nerves told [him] that men are not priests” (68)? 

27. In what ways is the chapter on the new protonotary apostolic amusing? 

28. In the same chapter, José Dias makes a second attempt to promote Bentinho‟s case for a life outside of the priesthood. How 

so? 

29. Why does Capitu prohibit Bentinho from taking her home after her visit to his house? 

30. Describe the encounter in which Bentinho confesses to his mother that he has no vocation for the church. 

31. What‟s the significance of chapter 43‟s final sentence? 
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32. Describe the fight between Bentinho and Capitu in chapter 44. Who starts it? Who ends it? 

33. Deception becomes an important idea in this novel. In chapter 47, what is the narrator‟s opinion of Capitu‟s apparent 

deception? 

34. What is the exact oath Bentinho and Capitu make at the well in chapter 48? 

35. What compromise does Father Cabral strike with Bentinho before he leaves for São José seminary? 

36. The narrator refers to his own text constantly; for example, in chapter 50 he says, “This somewhat of an exaggeration, but it is 

good to be emphatic from time to time”(93), and later, “that happened the day before I went, in a manner that requires a 

chapter to itself”(94). What are some effects of this approach? 

37. Analyze style: “Oh, sweet companion of my childhood, I was pure, and pure I remained, and entered the portals of  São José 

pure, in appearance to seek priestly investiture, and before that, a vocation. But you were my vocation, you my true investiture” 

(96). 

38. What does Bentinho realize from Pádua‟s speech in chapter 52? What do you make of the lottery ticket metaphor that ends the 

chapter? What is notable about the motif of a lottery? 

39. How are the allusions to Junqueira Freire and Saint Monica fitting? (see Gledson‟s note on page 99.) 

40. Instead of telling us about his new life at São José, the narrator suddenly jumps ahead and relates stories of encounters with 

seminary classmates that occurred decades later. Discuss this structural choice. 

41. For what is the narrator‟s incomplete sonnet a metaphor? 

42. Describe Bentinho‟s new friend Escobar. 

43. What is the potentially “crude” admission that the narrator prepares us for in chapter 57 and reveals in chapter 58? 

44. What does the narrator like about a book with “omissions” (111)? 

45. In chapter 61, Machado alludes to Homer‟s cow. Read the following excerpt from the Iliad and explain why he makes the 

allusion. Relevant lines from Homer, Iliad, Book 17 (Lattimore translation): 

As Patroklos [great Greek soldier who killed many Trojans, Achilles’ best friend] went down before the Trojans in the hard 
fighting [specifically Patroklos was killed by the Trojan Hector] 
he was not unseen by Atreus‟ son, warlike Menelaos, [Greek king, husband of Helen] 
who stalked through the ranks of the champions, helmed in the bright bronze, 
and bestrode the body, as over a first-born calf the mother 
cow stands lowing, she who has known no children before this. 
So Menelaos of the fair hair stood over Patroklos 
and held the spear and the perfect circle of his shield before him, 
raging to cut down any man who might come forth against him. 

46. What twist does José Dias add to his plan for Bentinho in chapter 61? 

47. Why is chapter 62 called “A Touch of Iago”? 

48. The narrator speaks of the tenuousness of dreams in chapter 64. What is he talking about literally and metaphorically? 
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49. Who dissembles in chapter 65? How? 

50. How is Cousin Justina characterized in chapter 66? 

51. How does Bentinho sin after hearing from José Dias of his mother‟s grave illness? 

52. What is the narrator‟s theory about sins and virtues as expressed in chapter 68? 

53. In chapter 72, the narrator drops in a reference to Othello for at least the third time. Why? 

54. What inspires Bentinho‟s jealousy in chapter 73? What do you make of its manifestation in chapter 75? 

55. What‟s Capitu‟s threat in chapter 76 and how does Bentinho respond to it? 

56. What accounts for the narrator‟s “pleasure in old sufferings” (chapter 77), according to him? According to you? 

57. What do Bentinho and Escobar confess to each other in chapter 78? 

58. Explain the Abraham and Isaac analogy in chapter 80. 

59. In chapter 81, Bentinho fantasizes about the potential of eyes as an offensive weapon. Explain, and note the motif. 

60. Explain the narrator‟s advice in chapter 86 to “Love, my lads!” 

61. What “pleasure”(157) does Bentinho take in not being allowed to go to Manduca‟s funeral? Why? 

62. Propose a few reasons why the narrator goes into depth in chapters 90-92 about his brief friendship with Manduca. 

63. What‟s noteworthy about the presentation of the slaves in chapter 93? 

64. At the end of chapter 94, the narrator writes about his passionate friendship, “Escobar grasped my hand in secret, so hard that 

my fingers still hurt from it.” Remember this line and reflect upon it when you have finished the novel. 

65. What is José Dias new idea for liberating Bentinho from his forced commitment to the church? How do Capitu and Escobar 

each react to the plan? 

66. The narrator say in chapter 97 that he has “the best of the story still to tell” and that he will have to tell it without “much 

reflection” since he‟s running out of paper. Remember these comments and reflect upon them when you have finished the 

novel. 

67. Summarize the narrator‟s summary of his life between the ages of 17 and 22. 

68. What do you make of the juxtaposition of religious imagery with Bentinho‟s spiritual “substitute” in chapter 99? 

69. Explain the analogy the narrator makes with respect to Macbeth in chapter 100. 

70. What are the ideals of romantic love as expressed by the newly wedded couple in chapter 101? 
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71. What does the narrator mean what he says of praying for a son in chapter 104, “Now it was no longer as it had been when I 

was a child. Now I paid in advance, just as I paid the house-rent.” 

72. In chapter 105, why do Capitu‟s arms first fill Bento with pride, and then later with embarrassment and irritation? 

73. Explain Bento‟s jealousy in chapter 106. What‟s the irony? In the following chapter, how does he attempt to soften the severity 

of his reaction? 

74. According to the narrator, what single image best represents his bliss in having a son? What is his explanation for this? As a 

student of his character, would you add anything to that explanation? 

75. What confirms Bento‟s hope that “friendship exists” in chapter 108, and what significant gesture exemplifies his strong feeling? 

76. What is Ezequiel‟s “one little defect” (195), according to his parents? 

77. The narrator confesses in chapter 113 that he went on being jealous of Capitu despite their son and the passing years. Who and 

what inspired this jealousy? 

78. There are several noteworthy things about the fact that the narrator cannot remember the sweet-seller‟s song of his childhood 

(chapter 114). Identify at least two. 

79. Speaking to Bento rather intimately in chapter 118, Sancha reveals Escobar‟s plan for the two inseparable couples to travel to 

Europe together.  As she does so, “the sea was crashing on the beach; there was a strong undertow.” What‟s the significance of 

this line? 

80. What‟s interesting about the way in which “The Catastrophe” of chapter 121 is conveyed? 

81. What lingering image from Escobar‟s funeral haunts Bento (212)? 

82. At the beginning of chapter 125, Machado alludes to the Iliad again. What‟s notable about this allusion? Here are the relevant 

lines from Homer, Iliad, Book 24 (Lattimore translation). Priam speaks. 

“…Honour then the gods, Achilleus, and take pity upon me 

remembering your father, yet I am still more pitiful; 

I have gone through what no other mortal on earth has gone through; 

I put my lips to the hands of the man who has killed my children.” 

So he spoke, and stirred in the other a passion of grieving 

for his own father. He took the old man‟s hand and pushed him 

gently away, and the two remembered, as Priam sat huddled 

at the feet of Achilleus and wept close for manslaughtering Hektor 

and Achilleus wept now for his own father, now again 

for Patroklos. The sound of their mourning moved in the house. 

 

83. When the narrator recalls the incident with the fiddling barber in chapter 127, he links it with a “grave moment in [his] life,” and 

asserts the maxim that “we forget our good actions only slowly, and in fact never truly forget them.” Explain the relevance of 

the link and the maxim. 

84. What is the effect of the narrator asking Dona Sancha to stop reading this book in chapter 129, and of inverting the order of 

the two following chapters? 

85. How does Escobar begin “to arise from his tomb” in chapter 132 and how does this “shipwreck” Bento and his family? 

86. What does Bento resolve to do in chapter 134, and how does this resolution almost change when he goes to his mother‟s 

house and later to see a performance of Othello? 
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87. When Bento looks at Ezequiel in chapter 137 he is dissuaded from drinking the poisoned coffee, but admits to a second, 

“criminal” impulse. What is this impulse, and what becomes of it? 

88. How does Capitu react to Bento‟s accusation in 138? In the following chapter, what does Bento consider a “pure confession” 

on Capitu‟s part? Do you consider it one? 

89. As Bento waits for his family to return from church in chapter 140 and thinks about the past, he “remembered everything that 

at the time seemed to be nothing.” To what particular memories does he refer in this chapter?  

90. What is the solution to the family crisis, and how and why does Bento “delude public opinion” (235)? 

91. What is José Dias‟s “last superlative” (237), and what do you make of it? 

92. Why does Bento demolish his childhood house only to reproduce it in a different location? 

93. Describe the reunion of Bento and Ezequiel. What are some things we learn about Capitu? 

94. How do Bento‟s impulses for cruelty and/or indifference reveal themselves when Ezequiel asks for financial support of his 

archaeological journey, and when Bento learns of Ezequiel‟s death?  

95. The narrator writes in the penultimate chapter that the female friends who consoled him in his solitude were “like people who 

come to a retrospective exhibition.” Consider the implications of this characterization. 

96. In a novel ripe with metaphor, the narrator concludes with an assertion about a fruit and its rind. Explain this final analogy, and 

how might it resonate beyond Capitu‟s supposed betrayal? 

97. To what extent is the narrator of this novel reliable? 

98. What words would you use to characterize the narrator‟s tone overall? 

99. How does form reflect content in this novel? That is, how does the narrative structure reflect its ideas? 

100. Do you think Capitu is guilty of what Bento accuses her? To what extent is the answer to this question irrelevant? 


